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Abstract 

Covenant violations in syndicated loan agreements are a key factor which 

demonstrates a shift in control rights to debt holders before a company enters 

into events of default. This paper focuses on the methodology of identifying 

incidents of covenant violations using both programming codes and manual 

searches. We dedicate to minimize the time in hand-collecting while pursue 

high hitting rates of true covenant violations in SEC EDGAR (Electronic Data 

Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval) database. Our findings provide a way to 

access the U.S. firms’ public financial statements reported to SEC and extends 

the list of companies provided by Nini, Smith and Sufi (2012). 
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1. Introduction 

1.1  Motivation 

When it comes to capital structure of a company, we know that there are 

two sources of funds: shareholders and creditors. The creditors or debtholders 

lend their money to companies with loan agreements. Creditors can never get 

control of firms who borrow money from them until firms are in default, but it 

would always be too late. Thus, debt covenants are often designed to trigger 

governance in action upon violations. The threat of executing the right of 

accelerating loans offers a significant governance lever to debtholders, allowing 

them to dynamically react to unforeseen contingencies. This happens because 

withdrawal can trigger insolvency if the corporation is not liquid enough to pay 

back its debts or is unable to refinance. 

As described by Chava and Roberts (2008). They identify debt covenants 

as a specific channel to impact corporate investment. Covenants would trigger 

transfer of control rights while companies cannot meet those requirements in loan 

agreements. In this respect, the debt contract represents the chance in the exercise 

of active control by debtholders. With the threat of exit, covenants within their 

loan agreements force borrower sitting at the negotiating table to reach new deal. 

Covenants also allow debtholders to get payment of the contract over time. 

Covenant violations provide us interesting insight views in many aspects of 

themes. Tan (2013) found that firms who encounter covenant violations assessed 

by Roberts and Sufi (2009) experience conservatism financial reporting. 

Freudenberg, Imbierowicz, Saunders & Steffen (2013, October) argues that 

covenants provide views to informational and agency problems between lenders 

and firms in dynamic loan contracting. Denis & Wang (2014) analyzes the 
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consequences of covenant violations by using the list of covenant violations by 

Nini, et al. (2012) and find debtholders have strong control rights among the 

borrower’s operating and financial policies even outside of default states. Murfin 

(2012) investigates how lender-specific shocks impact the strictness of the loan 

contract that a borrower receives. These papers above stem their findings from 

Nini, et al. (2012) and reveal the importance of collecting covenants violations. 

However, further studies may face a serious problem that the list of 

covenants violation can be updated in a difficult way. The searching algorithm 

used in Nini, et al. (2012) for covenant violations collects as many true positive 

observations as they can, while at same time the algorithm arouses abundant of 

false positive observations which are not in the circumstance of violation. It is 

really an interesting but challenging issue that we try to do in this paper. 

 

1.2  Objective 

In order to collect more covenant violation data of public U.S. firms outside 

of the Loan Pricing Corporation (LPC) Dealscan database. The data we collect 

would cover both firm-quarter observations in Compustat and firms which 

reports financial statements in SEC EDGAR database so that researchers can 

retrieve the original credit agreements in SEC filings. 

In this paper, we point out and clarify the potential difficulties in each phase 

following the processing steps. First of all, we demonstrate how to improve 

searching result of financial covenant violation based on the matching 

methodology in Nini, et al. (2012). Second, the issues of text-searching algorithm 

are the key to the accuracy of searching covenant violations. Third, we would like 

to elaborate several problems while matching data between Compustat and 
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EDGAR database in Nini, et al. (2012). We would like to explain why these 

issues would occur and how we manage through them. 

 

1.3  Outline 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section 

presents related literature. Chapter 3 describes our dataset, searching 

methodology, results and limitations.  Chapter 4 concludes.  
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2. Literature Review 

In section 1, we elaborate how financial covenant violation database can be 

used in many aspects of studies. In section 2, we review two related papers about 

matching philosophy in this chapter, and the followings are brief introductions 

and comparison.  

 

2.1  The Mechanism of Corporate Governance 

In traditional view, although firms are funded by shareholders and 

debtholders, firms are literally controlled by equity holders. Lenders can only get 

influence to firms while firms are in default of their loans and thus Jensen and 

Meckling (1976) argue that there is an agency problem between debtholders and 

shareholders. Jensen (1986) also argue that agency problem can be minimized 

through increasing loan or debt size so that more expense of interest would 

diminish agency costs of free cash flow. 

Covenants in loans are one of the important channels for lenders to get 

control of firms’ decision-making system. Chava, et al. (2008) identify debt 

covenant as a specific tool and the corresponding mechanism for transferring 

control rights from equity holders to debtholders. They also find evidence that 

firms reduce capital investment sharply after a financial covenant violation when 

debtholders threaten to terminate or accelerate loans. In the end, covenant grants 

creditors power to alter managerial decisions. 

There are evidences that covenant violations have significant impact on the 

competition strategies among violators and their rivals. Billett, Esmer, and Yu 

(2014) find that covenant violations affect reactions of rival firms in the product 

market. They argue that rival firms in the specific industry increase advertising 
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expense while the violators are struggling to reach new agreements with their 

creditors. 

To study the probability of lender control within firms, Murfin (2012) 

develops probit model and predicts the probability of actual contract violation as 

a proxy of strictness of lender control by using the list of covenant violation 

searched and manually checked in Nini, et al. (2012). 

Moreover, Vashishtha (2014) shows that the role of a determinant of firms' 

discretionary disclosure and examining changes in firms' disclosure choices 

around covenant violations, which are associated with a shift of governance 

regime to banks who play a significant role in resolving managerial agency 

problems. 

However, the sample constructions in these papers are restrained by 

existing database of financial covenant violation. Due to the importance of this 

database, we would like to examine how Roberts, et al. (2009) and Nini, et al. 

(2012) distinguish whether there is violation or not in every single SEC filing and 

thus build the list of financial covenant violation. 

 

2.2  Covenant Violation Searching Methodology 

While there is no database held all records of the financial covenant 

violation for researchers to study, the best way to do so is looking into form 10-K 

and 10-Q of SEC filings. These very original filings cover all information of 

firms who are required to report their material information quarterly and annually 

under Regulation S-X. It is feasible but time consuming for anyone who looks 

into thousands of filings in a quarter. Under this circumstances, Roberts, et al. 

(2009) employs text-searching algorithm for searching financial covenant 
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violations. On the other hand, there is another text-searching algorithm for the 

same purpose in Nini, et al. (2012). 

The financial covenant violation searching algorithm used in Roberts, et al. 

(2009) is based on 20 defined terms1 which are supposed to be shown up while 

one violation comes up. If any one of these terms are not being searched by 

program in a filing, then it is deemed by computer as 0 which represents 

non-violation for one firm in a specific quarter. On the contrary, those filings 

which are marked as 1 by program need to check manually because it is a 

potential record of financial covenant violation. This is not easy since reporting 

firms are prone to avoid negative descriptions such as “we are in violation of 

financial covenant in loan.” Instead, they tend to understate their violation with 

“…the Company was in compliance with all financial covenants under the credit 

facility since the Company get waivers from lenders for all violations.” This is 

defined as a practical violation in Nini, et al. (2012) since it stands that a violation 

was happened so it need to be waived by its creditors. 

[Insert Figure 1 here] 

Nini, et al (2012) search in a more general way. They identify financial 

covenant with the appearance of “covenant” and one of the following terms 

within seven lines around the hit: “waiv,” “viol,” “in default,” “modif,” and “not 

in compliance.” The algorithm employed by Nini, et al. (2012) is shown in Figure 

                                                      
1 The covenant violation search terms are listed below: 

“in violation of covenant,” “in violation of a covenant,” “in default of covenant,” “in default of 

a covenant,” “in technical violation of covenant,” “in technical violation of a covenant,” “in 

violation of financial covenant,” “in violation of a financial covenant,” “in default of financial 

covenant,” “in default of a financial covenant,” “in technical violation of financial covenant,” 

“in technical violation of a financial covenant,” “in technical default of financial covenant,” “in 

technical default of a financial covenant,” “not in compliance,” “out of compliance,” “received 

waiver,” “received a waiver,” “obtained waiver,” “obtained a waiver.” 
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1. As they compared the result of true positive observations with the result in 

Roberts, et al. (2009). The algorithm employed by Nini, et al. (2012) showed 

significant higher rate of hit. Under the sampling of 1000 filings, the text-search 

algorithm developed by Nini, et al. (2012) caught 94 real violation records out of 

105 true ones. On the other hand, the algorithm which Roberts et al (2009) used 

caught 66 out of 105. 

However, there are abundant observations of false positive observations 

under the algorithm in Nini, et al. (2012). False positive observations are 

contributed by the intention of ambiguous meaning of sentence in the filings. 

These filings require manual deletion. We describe how many false positives can 

be made by implementing the algorithms mentioned above in their papers in the 

next chapter. 
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3. Data and Methodology 

In the first section, we would discover how data is collected and how we 

identify whether the company is in violation of financial covenant or not. In next 

section we would like to discuss what interesting topics during the step of 

searching financial covenant violation and how we manage through them. In the 

last section, we would like to cover issues related to process with Compustat. 

 

3.1  Data Construction 

According to Regulation S-X which is revealed by Securities and Exchange 

Commission (SEC), the companies must report any breach of covenant of a 

related indenture or agreement. We use filings which are stored in the Electronic 

Data Gathering, Analysis, and Retrieval (EDGAR) system as our base for 

searching financial covenant violation of public firms. 

As shown in Nini, et al. (2012), the searching tokens used in Nini, et al. 

(2012) can be more precise than the ones use in Roberts, et al. (2009). Besides, 

the searching tokens used in Nini, et al. (2012) cover most of tokens in Roberts, et 

al. (2009). We thus utilize the searching methodology in Nini, et al. (2012) as 

base in this paper. 

However, differ from the steps of data construction in Nini, et al. (2012). 

For the reason that we literally focus on improving searching terms, we don’t 

merge data with Compustat in the first place. What we do is diminishing the need 

of manual handling by decreasing false positives through the methodology 

developed in this paper. We describe all of the issues of merging with Compustat 

in the following section. 
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First of all, we crawl all of form 10-Q in SEC EDGAR database to establish 

the list of covenant violation from the first quarter of 1996 to second quarter of 

2008. The list includes all of interest variables such as filing name, conformed 

date, filing date and, central index key (CIK), IRS tax number of a firm, as well as 

indicator of covenant violation. All of variables are extracted from filings in 

EDGAR database except for the indicator of covenant violation. As suggested in 

Nini, et al. (2012), we build an indicator of covenant violation by searching 

keyword “covenant” and any one of the following five terms within seven lines 

surrounding the initial hit: “waiv,” “viol,” “in default,” “modif,” and “not in 

compliance.” The indicator of covenant violation is labelled as 1 if there is any hit 

in searching or 0 if there is not. To find out the hit rate and false positives of this 

list, we compare to the list of covenant violation managed by Sufi. We also use 

the updated list of covenant violation by Roberts in 2012 to make a sound 

comparison. The firm-quarter level observations in Table 1 are filed in the second 

quarter of 2007. Table 1 shows the summary statistics on the incidence of 

violations confirmed by Sufi and Roberts separately. Table 1 also includes the 

incidence of violations by implementing the algorithms in Nini, et al. (2012) and 

ours. 

[Insert Tables 1 here] 

Table 1 presents evidence that our algorithm does a great job in excluding 

false positives. The text-searching methodology in Nini, et al. (2012) find 1,250 

positive observations out of 5,970 filings. After combining with the dataset of 

Financial Covenant Violations downloaded from Prof. Amir Sufi’s website, we 

get all of 180 observations of true financial covenant violation out of 1,250. It 

means Sufi has to examine 1,250 filings to find the 180 observations out. This is a 
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big step to save time on manual check. However, there are still 1,250 filings we 

have to read through. Under methodology in this paper, the total number of 1 

marked by program cannot only downsize to 824, but also include all of true 

financial covenant violations.  

How can we make progress on the searching algorithm? By looking into the 

rest of false positive observations in Nini, et al. (2012), we find there are two 

phenomena that the program can easily mismarked. First, provisions in loan 

agreements are the major component of these false positives. This kind of 

misunderstood mainly generated by the clauses of credit facilities and they 

specify what would happen if they are in violation of these covenants. The 

following description of a credit agreement, reported by BROWN SHOE CO 

INC. in a 10-Q disclosure filed on June 10, 2008, provides a typical example of 

mistaken by the algorithm in Nini, et al. (2012): 

The Company has a secured $350.0 million ... Certain covenants would be 

triggered if availability were to fall below specified levels, including fixed 

charge coverage requirements. In addition, if availability falls below $25.0 

million and the fixed charge coverage ratio is less than 1.0 to 1, the 

Company would be in default. The Agreement also contains certain other 

covenants and restrictions, with which the Company was in compliance as 

of May 3, 2008. 

This segment of filing is one of provisions described in the section of credit 

agreement. It contains all elements which could be deemed as the company is in 

violation by program. Since one of the five terms, “in default” shows up within 

three lines after the keyword “covenant”. Through manually check, we 

contextually know that the company was not in a breach of financial covenant at 

the point of time. 

[Insert Figure 2 here] 
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The algorithm we implement in this paper is shown in Figure 2. After 

reading bunch of filings which are marked wrongly as records that is in violation, 

we find there are several patterns of these undesired fragments. One of the 

observed patterns is that the financial covenants are descriptive clauses located in 

the credit agreement. Since the full text of credit agreement would be filed solely 

as an exhibit somewhere in the reports. It is necessary for us to keep html tag for 

searching <type> and stop searching while the <type> is not “10-Q.” We 

intentionally keep the html tags at the beginning of our searching methodology to 

distinguish whether the line we search falls into main part of filings or not. This is 

a fundamental divergence of our algorithm comparing with Sufi’s while all html 

tags are disposed at the beginning of searching step in Nini, et al. (2012). 

However, we get rid of html tags before text-searching or these tags would 

disturb our text-searching result. Table 2 demonstrates the summary statistics of 

searching result during first quarter of 1996 and second quarter of 2008. The 

reason why we choose this period of time is that there are confirmed records of 

covenant violation by Sufi and Roberts. It is important that checking accuracy of 

algorithm before moving forward. 

[Insert Tables 2 here] 

Table 2 shows that our searching result can be almost as good as Sufi’s 

algorithm in identifying financial covenant violation, while we substantially 

lower the number of false positive observations from 27,762 to 11,683. It can be 

really helpful and time-saving for manual work. Although the text-searching 

algorithm adapted by Roberts is not as ideal as Sufi’s algorithm, table 2 shows 

several interesting facts described below: First, it is interesting that 242 

observations are labeled as 0 by Sufi while Roberts treats them as violation. Our 
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algorithm catches 238 observations out of 242. Second, it is interesting that there 

are 430 observations labeled as 1 by Roberts while they are not shown in the list 

maintained by Sufi. Our algorithm catches 428 observations out of 430. Third, 

there are 6,764 observations that Roberts doesn’t find. It is simply because the 20 

text-searching terms used by Roberts cannot find these filings so that these filings 

are not checked by Roberts. It is interesting to investigate the difference between 

Sufi and Roberts. Researchers who want to take violation as his/her variable of 

interest should consider both lists and implement the algorithm in this paper. The 

algorithm in this paper is useful for searching new filings on the EDGAR 

database and double the output. 

 

3.2  Issues with Search Methodology  

Due to the flexibility and diversity of grammars and vocabularies in a 

language, it is impossible for us to clarify the meaning of each sentence by 

program. We try to identify specific patterns and make sure this pattern excludes 

only false positives. So far we have found patterns which can be deemed as 

non-violation. But we are not sure if these patterns excludes only false positives 

or not. For example, there are patterns like “if…not in compliance with”, 

“May…not in compliance with”, “Failure to … could” and “could result in.” can 

easily lead to incorrectly marked as violation. See the following description of an 

assumption, reported by CAVALIER HOMES INC. in a 10-Q disclosure filed on 

April 24, 2008, provides a typical example of meaning totally opposite to the fact: 

We believe existing cash and funds available under the Credit Facility, 

together with … next twelve months. However, there can be no assurances 

to this effect. If it is not, or if we are unable to remain in compliance with 

our covenants under our Credit Facility, we would seek to maintain or 

enhance our liquidity position and capital resources through modifications 
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to or waivers … some of which are beyond our control. 

These assumptions produce most of false positive records by text-search 

algorithm. Moreover, we cannot easily identify all of patterns of the assumptions 

and make sure the true positive won’t show up in these patterns. 

Another issue of text-searching is that there are many synonyms of words. 

“Not in compliance” is one of the typical examples. The fragment of description 

below, reported by PC UNIVERSE INC. in a 10-Q disclosure filed on May 13, 

2008, demonstrates this common unmatched observation, 

During the course of preparing its audited financial statements for the 

fiscal year ended December 31, 2007, we became aware, and on March 

13, 2008 determined that the Company was out of compliance with 

certain financial covenants contained in its Addendum to the Financing 

Agreement by and between the Company and IBM. 

It can be non-violation when it is “is/are/was/were in compliance …”, however, 

the meaning can totally be reversed negatively like “is/are/was/were NOT in 

compliance”, “noncompliance”, or “out of compliance”. This can lead to 

unmatched records which should be in violation. 

When the issues above are resolved, we believe that the number of false 

financial covenant violation would be diminished dramatically. However, these 

false positives should be carefully deal with as the algorithm we implement is to 

find financial covenant violation as many as possible. This kind of process must 

be done when the patterns are absolutely not in default no matter how the 

writers organize the words used in the pattern. 

 

3.3  Issues with Appendix in Nini, et al. (2012) 

There are some concerns with the merging data in SEC filings and 

Compustat as we follow data construction in Nini, et al. (2012). We explain why 
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we don’t merge data in SEC filings and Compustat in the first place just as Sufi 

did in this section. 

First of all, limiting sample to all firms with average book value than $10 

million in 2000 dollars can be challenging. We use Consumer Price Index (CPI) - 

All Urban Consumers data from Bureau of Labor Statistics as deflator for 

calculating average book value. However, we cannot match all of firm-quarter 

observations in the dataset revealed by Sufi. One of the possible explanations is 

Sufi and we use different CPI as a deflator. This can lead to some of observations 

of one firm are dropped due to different average book value of one firm. The 

difference of total number of observations between Sufi and my results could be 

due to the fact that firm values are calculated differently.   

Second, as recorded in Nini, et al. (2012), they conclude “all firm-quarter 

observations with non-missing information on total asset (atq), total sales (saleq), 

common shares outstanding (cshoq), closing share price (prccq), and the exact 

calendar quarter (datacqtr) of the observation.” However, we find many 

observations in the dataset don’t hold those variables mentioned above. It’s a very 

confusing problem because the value recorded in Compustat should be held in a 

sustainable period of time. 

Third, we try to limit sample to all non-financial firms by deleting Standard 

Industry Classification Code (SIC) from 6000 to 6999. However, we find some of 

financial firms still live in CSTATVIOLATIONS_NSS_20090701.dta collected 

by Sufi. The only explainable reason is that their core business has fundamentally 

changed. 

Fourth, SEC use Central Index Key (CIK) to index companies in EDGAR 

database and there is CIK stored in Compustat of Wharton Research Data 
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Services (WRDS). However, we find that CIK record in Compustat is incomplete. 

There are 24,248 firm-quarter observations of total 515,590 from the first quarter 

of 1997 to the fourth quarter of 2008. 

Last but not least, for the reasons in additional notes in Nini, et al. (2012). 

One violation can be repeatedly counted as the waivers granted by lenders are 

expired. We follow the definition of new violations in Nini, et al (2012) as a firm 

that has not reported a violation for the past four quarters. However, we find the 

number of firm-quarter observations grouped by firms are not satisfied with this 

constrain. We think that the reason why Sufi kept these records in the dataset is 

for future research. All records of covenant violations are valuable for researchers 

who want to extend the list. 
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4. Conclusion 

We offer a more efficient text-searching algorithm based on the one in Nini, 

et al. (2012). We look backward in the first place to make sure our searching 

results is fitted in the financial covenant violation database which is confirmed by 

Sufi. We also include the updated list of financial covenant violation confirmed 

by Roberts in 2012. What’s more, we look into the texts of SEC EDGAR filings 

to find out why some of observations are mislabeled. We find the clauses attached 

in loans archived in filings and all of the assumptions of financial covenant 

violations are not supposed to be counted as violation. We enhance the 

text-search algorithm by excluding the documents of loans. By doing so, we 

successfully lower the number of false positive observations significantly. 

In terms of future research, there are several interesting topics to study. First, 

there are bunch of html tags in SEC EDGAR filings. It would be very useful to 

take advantage of these tags for more accurate methodology of searching 

covenant violation. Second, sentences of assumption are easily confused by 

text-search algorithm because we cannot literally make a deletion if an 

appearance of “if.” Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) is a very powerful 

tools to do so. An algorithm with NLP can automatically learn by training. For 

example, showing NLP some sentences which these companies are in violation, 

and the other sentences are not, then ideally it would be capable of evaluating 

financial covenant violations with higher accuracy. Hopefully, further research 

will help the searching of financial covenant violations so that more researches 

can be done. 
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Table 1 Searching Methodology Comparison  

This table shows the result of violation confirmed in second quarter of 2007 by (1) 

Sufi (including manual check), (2) Roberts (including manual check). Violations 

identified by programs in following (3) Sufi and (4) ours. We program 

methodologies by Perl and VBA (Visual Basic for Application). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 Summary Statistic of Different Algorithms 

Searching result summary during second quarter of 1996 and second quarter of 

2008 by (1) Violation confirmed by Sufi, (2) Violation confirmed by Roberts, (3) 

Programming result of Sufi’s algorithm and (4) Programming result of our 

algorithm. 

 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

True positive 180 49 180 180 

False positive 0 0 1,070 644 

True Negative 3,337 / 4,720 5,146 

False Negative / 131 / / 

Not mentioned 2,453 5,790 0 0 

Total 5,970 5,970 5,970 5,970 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

True positive 9,032 2,268 9,031 9,009 

  (430)   

False positive 0 0 27,762 11,683 

True Negative 149,177 149,419 121,657 137,736 

False Negative 242 6,764 1 23 

Total 158,451 158,451 158,451 158,451 
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Figure 1 Covenant Violation Searching Algorithm of Sufi 
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Figure 2 Covenant Violation Searching Algorithm In This Paper 

 


